The scattering of slow neutron beams provides unique, non-destructive, quantitative information on the structure and dynamics of materials of interest in physics, chemistry, materials science, biology, geology, and other fields. Liquid hydrogen is a widely-used neutron moderator medium, and an accurate knowledge of its slow neutron cross section is essential for the design and optimization of intense slow neutron sources. In particular the rapid drop of the slow neutron scattering cross section of liquid parahydrogen below 15 meV, which renders the moderator volume transparent to the neutron energies of most interest for scattering studies, is therefore especially interesting and important. We have placed an upper bound on the total cross section and the scattering cross section for slow neutrons with energies between 0.43 meV and 16.1 meV on liquid hydrogen at 15.6 K using neutron transmission measurements on the hydrogen target of the NPDGamma collaboration at the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. At 1 meV this new upper bound is a factor of 3 below the data from previous work which has been used in the design of liquid hydrogen moderators at slow neutron sources. We describe our measurements, compare them with previous work, and discuss the implications for designing more intense slow neutron sources.
The scattering of slow neutron beams provides unique, non-destructive, quantitative information on the structure and dynamics of materials of interest in physics, chemistry, materials science, biology, geology, and other fields. Liquid hydrogen is a widely-used neutron moderator medium, and an accurate knowledge of its slow neutron cross section is essential for the design and optimization of intense slow neutron sources. In particular the rapid drop of the slow neutron scattering cross section of liquid parahydrogen below 15 meV, which renders the moderator volume transparent to the neutron energies of most interest for scattering studies, is therefore especially interesting and important. We have placed an upper bound on the total cross section and the scattering cross section for slow neutrons with energies between 0.43 meV and 16.1 meV on liquid hydrogen at 15.6 K using neutron transmission measurements on the hydrogen target of the NPDGamma collaboration at the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. At 1 meV this new upper bound is a factor of 3 below the data from previous work which has been used in the design of liquid hydrogen moderators at slow neutron sources. We describe our measurements, compare them with previous work, and discuss the implications for designing more intense slow neutron sources. The successful development of intense slow neutron sources combined with the increasing phase space acceptance of neutron optical components has enabled a dramatic expansion of the scientific applications of neutron scattering to encompass many fields in science and technology. The broad applicability of the non-destructive, quantitative information that slow neutron scattering can provide on the internal structure and dynamics of condensed media has motivated the construction of several new neutron scattering facilities over the last decade. The efficiency of the moderating medium which accepts the relatively high energy neutrons liberated from the nucleus and cools them to the slow neutron energy range below 25 meV determines the phase space density of the neutron beams. New results on physics relevant to the moderation process are therefore of interest to a very broad range of the scientific community.
Many intense neutron sources use liquid hydrogen as a neutron moderator medium. The near-equality of the neutron and proton mass coupled with the anomalously large s-wave neutron-proton scattering amplitude allow a hydrogen-rich medium to both efficiently lower the incident neutron energy through collisions and also maintain a small neutron mean free path to keep the neutron phase space density high at the source. In the slow neutron regime, however, the neutron scattering cross section and therefore the mean free path is sensitive to the interference of the scattering amplitudes from neighboring atoms.
In this context, neutron scattering from molecular hydrogen is especially interesting. Molecular hydrogen has two spin states, labeled orthohydrogen (J = odd) and parahydrogen (J = even). The lowest orthohydrogen state (J = 1) lies 15 meV above the lowest parahydrogen state (J = 0). The spin singlet state of the protons in the parahydrogen molecule combined with the measured spin dependence of s-wave neutron-proton scattering amplitudes conspire to greatly suppress the total scattering cross section for neutrons on parahydrogen molecules by more than one order of magnitude relative to that from the hydrogen atom. The total scattering cross section on orthohydrogen is approximately 50 times higher than on parahydrogen (Fig. 1 ) because the destructive interference between the atoms is absent. Furthermore, this scattering cross section decrease happens for slow neutron energies below the 15 meV energy threshold for the neutron spin flip scattering process which turns parahydrogen into orthohydrogen. The moderator therefore becomes transparent to the neutrons just as they enter the slow neutron energy range of interest for neutron scattering applications. Consequently, many studies have shown that the slow neutron intensity from a liquid hydrogen moderator can be greatly increased if the molecules are maintained in the parahydrogen molecular state [3] [4] [5] . Therefore, the transmission of neutrons through liquid hydrogen is acutely sensitive to the relative concentrations of orthohydrogen and parahydrogen.
In this work, we show that this decrease of the total scattering cross section in liquid parahydrogen in the slow neutron regime is much more rapid than previously realized. We draw this conclusion from a comparison of our measured upper bound on the total cross section for neutrons with energies between 0.43 meV to 16.1 meV in liquid hydrogen at a temperature of 15.6 K±0.6 K with previous data [6] [7] [8] . This measurement was conducted at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory using a 16-liter liquid hydrogen target [9] operated on the Fundamental Neutron Physics Beamline [10] (FnPB) by the NPDGamma collaboration. Figure 2 shows the experimental setup for the transmission measurement on the FnPB beamline at the SNS. The cross sectional area of the neutron beam is 12×10 cm 2 at the exit of the neutron guide. Neutrons then pass through the normalization monitor, a multiwire proportional counter [11] with a gas mixture of 3 He (15.1 Torr) and N 2 (750 Torr) located 15.24 m ± 0.12 m from the moderator. Neutrons are polarized using a supermirror polarizer [12] ; however, the direction of the polarization is reversed at 60 Hz by a spin rotator and pulse averaging analysis results in an effectively unpolarized beam. Neutrons are incident on the 16 liter liquid hydrogen target [9] centered 17.6 m from the moderator. Roughly 60% of the neutron beam is captured on the hydrogen in the target with the 2.2 MeV capture gammas relevant to the NPDGamma experiment detected by 48 cesium iodide crystals. The effective length of liquid hydrogen covered by the neutron beam cross sectional area including beam divergence is 30.065 cm ± 0.005 cm when cold. The transmitted neutrons exit the downstream end of the target vessel through a 2.5 cm diameter aperture in the 6 Li-rich neutron absorber surrounding the target. The transmitted neutron intensity is measured in a 3 He plate ion chamber [13] located 3.44 m±0.12 m from the normalization monitor. The charge produced in the monitors is amplified by current-voltage amplifiers [14] with a 10 kHz bandwidth.
The data acquisition system records data in 0.4 ms increments. In order to avoid contamination from overlapping neutron pulses and to increase the dynamic range of neutron energies for the transmission measurement, data were taken with the two beamline choppers parked open while the SNS was operating at 10 Hz duty cycle rather than the normal 60 Hz. The target vessel is initially filled with hydrogen gas with 3 orthohydrogen molecules per parahydrogen molecule from equipartition. The equilibrium parahydrogen concentration increases with decreasing temperature [15] . The slow natural conversion to parahydrogen is accelerated by circulation of the liquid through 150 mL of hydrous iron (III) oxide [16] 30 -50 mesh powder catalyst in the ortho-para converter (OPC) [17] in the NPDGamma target loop (Fig. 3) . The neutron transmission increases with time as hydrogen circulates through the catalyst until a steady-state condition is reached. Fitting the transmission for 3.42 meV neutrons to an exponential as a function of time (Fig. 4) indicates that the parahydrogen concentration in the main target vessel approaches saturation. This exponential approach to the steady-state condition implies that the conversion is dominated by the first order processes in the OPC as liquid hydrogen circulates through the catalyst.
The conversion process shown in figure 4 has reached steady-state, where the parahydrogen concentration is near the thermal equilibrium value defined by the temperature of the OPC. The average temperature of the OPC was 15.4 K±0.5 K, which corresponds to a thermal equilibrium parahydrogen concentration of 0.99985. A small amount of para-to-ortho conversion may take place in the liquid in the main vessel, on the walls of the vessel, or the walls of the circulation loop that prevents reaching absolute thermal equilibrium. Since para-toortho conversion is known to be a very slow process it is not expected to limit the ortho-para ratio in the liquid hydrogen, and the liquid hydrogen is expected to be in thermal equilibrium with the catalyst. However, it was not possible to independently confirm the parahydrogen concentration in this system. Two different measurements were required in order to measure the empty target and full target transmissions. The full target measurement was performed over 8 hours with the target vessel at 15.6 K after the target had been in steady-state operation for 4 weeks, which corresponds to 30 conversion time constants. The empty target measurement was performed 2 weeks later with the target vessel at 16.3 K in order to cancel the temperature dependence of scattering from the aluminum target vessel. Between these two measurements, the beamline moderator was emptied and refilled with fresh liquid hydrogen, which led to a small change in the moderated neutron spectrum between the two measurements. A neutron energy dependent correction was applied to the transmission monitor signals using the ratio of the normalization monitor signals to account for this systematic effect. For each neutron pulse, the signals in each monitor are normalized to the per-pulse beam power by integrating the normalization monitor over peak signal range. There is not a direct correspondence between time of flight bins in each monitor due to time of flight broadening. The normalization monitor signal is fit to a cubic spline in order to interpolate for spectrum normalization. The sharp dips in the pulse shapes in figure 5 are due to Bragg scattering on aluminum windows along the path of the neutron beam. These dips are visible at neutron energies of 4.98 meV and 3.74 meV, corresponding to the aluminum (200) and (111) Bragg planes [18] , respectively. The time of flight of the Bragg edges for the normalization monitor is used to determine the distance from the moderator and to convert each time of flight bin to a neutron energy. The target-full spectrum indicates no measurable neutron flux for energies above 14.5 meV (Fig. 5) . This is the minimum energy necessary for the J = 0 → 1 spin-flip transition, meaning neutrons with energies above this threshold are scattered out of the beam rather than transmitted through the target. The data also contain a 240 Hz noise component with an am-plitude of a few millivolts. The amplitude is diminished by averaging pulses over the measurement period and is only visible for small signals. The transmission monitor signals at long wavelengths are fit to a sinusoidal function corresponding to the 240 Hz noise. The sinusoidal function is subtracted before extracting the transmission. After correcting for the pedestal, 240 Hz noise, and moderator spectrum, the final corrected transmission (Fig. 5) is given by
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where the S values are monitor signals and g are monitor gain adjustment factors. The contamination of the transmission signal by nonforward small angle scattering of neutrons in our geometry was estimated to be less than 0.1% in MCNPX [19] using the ENDF-VII thermal cross sections [1] . The total cross section can then be written as:
where n is the number density, l is the hydrogen length, f is the parahydrogen fraction, σ abs = 0.3326 ± 0.0007 barns at 2200m/s [2] , σ scatter is the total scattering cross section, σ ortho is the orthohydrogen scattering cross section, and σ para is the parahydrogen scattering cross section. The diode temperature sensors have an accuracy of 0.5 K and upward drift due to radiation damage is not worse than 0.3 K, providing a total uncertainty on the temperature of 0.6 K. The density of the liquid hydrogen in our target is determined from a fit to data compilations of the density of liquid hydrogen as a function of temperature from many sources [20] [21] [22] . The transmission data include several instrumental effects such as the monitor efficiency, the monitor dead layer, and monitor linearity. These effects all cancel in the expression above as long as the monitors and preamplifiers are linear and the aluminum components of the experiment were maintained at the same temperature. The linearity of the transmission monitor was determined from a scan of the bias voltage in order to reduce volume recombination effects in the chambers, with a resulting uncertainty of 0.15% for each monitor. Controlled current injection was used to measure the linearity of preamplifiers and the gain shift, which are 0.01% and 0.1% respectively.
We have determined the upper limit on the total cross section for liquid hydrogen at 15.6 K from approximately 0.43 meV to 16.1 meV with an uncertainty of approximately 1%, or 0.02 barn/atom over the majority of the measurement range (Fig. 6 ). Because the absorption cross section is well known, we are also able to set an upper limit on the parahydrogen scattering cross section at these energies. This upper bound is much smaller than the values previously reported in the literature [6] [7] [8] (Fig. 7) . The measurement of the parahydrogen scattering cross section is very sensitive to the orthohydrogen fraction in the target volume because the orthohydrogen cross section is approximately a factor of 50 greater than for parahydrogen. The upper limit on the parahydrogen scattering cross section from this work along with the Seiffert [6] data and the ENDF-VII parahydrogen kernel evaluated at 20 K [1] are compared in Fig. 7 . The significant difference in magnitude suggests the presence of unaccounted for orthohydrogen contamination in the Seiffert sample. Subtraction of an admixture of 0.5% orthohydrogen from Seiffert data brings both results into agreement.
The Squires measurement [7] was performed using a gas mixture with a parahydrogen concentration of 0.9979, which was independently measured using thermal conductivity. The Seiffert [6] and Celli [8] [7] (magenta), Celli [8] (green, some points omitted), Seiffert [6] (orange), ENDF-VII (black), and subtraction of a 0.5% admixture of orthohydrogen from Seiffert (blue).
were both performed using liquid hydrogen in the presence of a catalyst; however, neither experiment independently determined the orthohydrogen concentration but rather inferred that it was either negligible, in the case of Seiffert, or at thermal equilibrium, in the case of Celli. We therefore treat both the Seiffert and Celli measurements as upper limits as we do for our data. We conclude that our target system must have less orthohydrogen contamination than these previous two measurements because our observed total cross section is lower. Of these three measurements in the literature and the measurement in this work, we believe that our measurement has the lowest orthohydrogen contamination and that it provides the most accurate upper limit on the liquid parahydrogen scattering cross section.
These results have important implications for the design of slow neutron sources. They imply that the intensity of neutron moderators based on liquid hydrogen can be increased if the liquid can be maintained in the parahydrogen molecular state. Recent simulation work conducted for the European Spallation Source project [4] , indicates increased source intensity from liquid parahydrogen neutron moderators incorporated into a realistic target-moderator geometry. Measurements at J-PARC [3] and LANSCE [5] also show that the moderator intensity for neutrons below 15 meV are highly dependent on the ortho/para ratio. Our work shows that the parahydrogen cross section is overestimated throughout the slow neutron regime of interest. This overestimate reaches a factor of 3 at a neutron energy of 1 meV. The potential for increased slow neutron source intensity from liquid parahydrogen moderators is therefore greater than previously realized. In order to be able to take full advantage of this potential, however, it would be necessary to maintain the liquid in the parahydrogen state in the presence of the intense radiation environment which inevitably accompanies a intense neutron source [23] . Liquid hydrogen target designs which employ active circulation of the hydrogen through a catalyst coupled with dedicated measurements of the parahydrogen fraction from a liquid hydrogen moderator operated in an intense radiation environment are needed to confirm this potential and demonstrate that it can be realized at an intense neutron source.
